970.2673 Regional partnerships.

970.2673–1 Policy.

It is the policy of the DOE to be a constructive partner in the geographic region in which DOE conducts its business. The basic elements of this policy include—

(a) Recognizing the diverse interests of the region and its stakeholders;
(b) Engaging regional stakeholders in issues and concerns of mutual interest; and
(c) Recognizing that giving back to the community is a worthwhile business practice.

970.2673–2 Contract clause.

The contracting officer shall insert the clause at 970.5226–3, Community Commitment, in all management and operating contracts.

970.27—Patents, Data, and Copyrights

970.2701 General.

970.2701–1 Applicability.

This subpart applies to negotiation of patent rights, rights in technical data provisions and other related provisions for the Department of Energy contracts for the management and operation of DOE’s major sites or facilities, including the conduct of research and development and nuclear weapons production, and contracts which involve major, long-term or continuing activities conducted at a DOE site.